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ABSTRACT
NASA’s Science Mission Directorate is currently operating 57 robotic science missions and developing 27 more for
launch. These space missions address the Nation’s highest priority and most compelling science questions from
space. Missions are prioritized for NASA development either through the National Academy of Sciences decadal
surveys or through the evaluation and selection of competitively peer reviewed proposals. Small missions tend to be
in the latter category. NASA issues regular solicitations for small, PI-led mission proposals, and NASA’s
announcements of opportunity are open to all categories of proposers.
dollar flagship missions to small focused explorers …
and even CubeSats.

INTRODUCTION
According to NASA’s Strategic Plan, NASA’s science
goal is to “Expand scientific understanding of the Earth
and the universe in which we live.” NASA’s Science
Mission Directorate (SMD) is responsible for
implementing this goal of scientific discovery by
achieving four broad scientific outcomes, each
managed by an SMD division of the same name:





The NASA Science Mission Directorate identifies
missions for implementation through two distinctly
different processes. Strategic science missions are
identified through Decadal Surveys conducted by the
National Academy of Sciences; strategic science
missions can be of any size, but it is not surprising that
a national science priority sometimes requires a
flagship mission to address. Competed science missions
are solicited via open, competitive Announcements of
Opportunity and selected based on peer review of
proposals. Competed missions are led by a Principal
Investigator (PI) and are commonly referred to as PI-led
missions. Competed science missions are generally
small to moderate size missions.

Earth Science: Advance Earth System Science to
meet the challenges of climate and environmental
change;
Heliophysics:
Understand the Sun and its
interactions with Earth and the solar system;
Planetary Science: Ascertain the content, origin,
and evolution of the solar system and the potential
for life elsewhere; and
Astrophysics: Discover how the universe works,
explore how the universe began and evolved, and
search for Earth-like planets.

Missions initiated in both manners have been wildly
successful. Strategic missions have discovered liquid
water on moons in the outer solar system (Galileo,
Cassini), observed the atmospheres and weather on
planets around other stars (Hubble), and taken threedimensional images of solar storms (STEREO). But it
was PI-led missions that sampled the ice on Mars
(Phoenix), solved the mystery of the origin of the

In order to achieve these scientific outcomes, NASA
takes advantage of all available platforms in space,
from suborbital to low Earth orbit to the International
Space Station (ISS) to high Earth orbit to deep space,
and conducts satellite missions of all sizes from billion
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northern lights (THEMIS), and measured the age of the
universe (WMAP). This paper describes both processes.

Science Programs
The Science Mission Directorate sponsors two general
classes of missions. Strategic missions are the backbone
of the science roadmaps in each area and are usually
large and multi-purpose in scope. Strategic missions are
generally assigned to a NASA Center to implement,
with science instruments and many platform
components selected in open competition. Competed or
PI-led missions are employed to meet focused science
objectives via innovative mission proposals. Competed
missions are generally solicited as complete missions
via open Announcements of Opportunity, and each is
led by a Principal Investigator (PI). NASA’s Science
Mission Directorate is currently operating 57 robotic
science missions and developing 27 more for launch
(Figure 1).

SCIENCE MISSION DIRECTORATE
Principles
The Science Mission Directorate implements NASA’s
science programs, including its space missions, in
conformance to a set of proven basic principles
documented in the Science Plan for NASA’s Science
Mission Directorate (January 2007):








Investment choices first consider scientific merit
via peer review and open competition;
Active participation by the research community
outside NASA is critical to success. SMD will
engage the external science community in
establishing science priorities, preparation and
review of plans to implement those priorities,
analysis of requirements trade studies, conduct of
research, and evaluation of program performance;
The pace of scientific discovery is fueled by
prompt, broad, and easy access to research data;
Partnerships are essential to achieving NASA’s
science objectives and to realizing relevant societal
benefits from NASA’s research;
The NASA mandate includes broad public
communication; and
Sustained progress in advancing US space and
Earth science interests requires investments across
a broad range of activities: Invest in basic
research, technology development, missions, and
data systems; Consider long-term health of
necessary scientific disciplines; Establish mission
lines that enable competitive selection; and
Maintain essential technical capabilities at NASA
Centers.

Science missions are organized into a number of
Programs (Figure 2). Each program contains missions
of varying sizes and both strategic and PI-led missions
(Table 1).
Table 1: Space Flight Mission Programs in
NASA’s Science Mission Directorate
Mission Size

Strategic

PI-led

Small*

 Earth Science
Systematic

 Earth System
Science Pathfinder
 Explorer

Medium*

 Earth Science
Systematic
 Solar Terrestrial
Probes
 Living With a
Star
 Mars
Exploration
 Cosmic Origins
 Exoplanet
Exploration

 Discovery
 Explorer

Large*

 Earth Science
Systematic
 Living With a
Star
 Mars
Exploration
 Cosmic Origins
 Exoplanet
Exploration

 New Frontiers

Flagship

e.g., ICESat-2,
Solar Dynamics
Observatory,
Cassini, James
Webb Space
Telescope
* Entries under Small, Medium, and Large are Mission Lines

Figure 1: SMD Missions
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Strategic Planning

Advisory Council (NAC). These roadmaps elaborate
implementation plans for realizing the priorities of the
decadal surveys. Commensurate with the time frame for
strategic planning set for Federal agencies by the
Government Performance and Results Act of 1993,
SMD
conducts
these
science
roadmapping
approximately every 3-4 years. In conducting these
roadmapping processes, the NAC subcommittees work
closely with NASA’s field center scientific staffs to
sharpen the state of the science and the appropriate
NASA role. They also define research objectives and
investigations; create traceability matrices from
objectives and investigations to measurements and
measurement approaches and instrument types; define
science targets and missions that fit within projected
research constraints; and identify technology and
research challenges to be overcome to enable needed
missions.

Setting priorities between science investment areas
considers many factors. The principal criterion is
science quality. Long-term outcomes are science-based,
not mission-based; R&A, suborbital programs, and
other elements support the space mission program.
Science priorities are based on National Research
Council (NRC) of the National Academies of Science
decadal survey recommendations, which also provide
mission implementation recommendations. Some
science objectives can be accomplished using small or
medium missions; others require large missions that are
more difficult to initiate.
Other factors influence the execution order of high
priority missions. These include technology readiness,
mission science interdependencies, partnership
opportunities, executive and legislative branch
mandates, and programmatic considerations (such as
budgets). Thus, assignment of high priority to a mission
does not always mean it goes first; rather it will go as
soon as it can be done well. In practice, there is also a
commitment to making progress on long-term
objectives in each of NASA’s four science areas. In
addition, the pace of progress can be influenced by ties
to other NASA and Federal programs. The queue
includes missions already initiated as well as those in
the conceptual stage; missions closer to launch are
generally given higher priority for funding than
missions further from launch.

Information on the Science Subcommittees of the
NASA
Advisory
Council
is
available
at
http://science.nasa.gov/about-us/nac-subcommittees/.
Current and past editions of roadmaps are available at:
http://science.nasa.gov/about-us/science-strategy/. The
most recent decadal surveys may be found at
http://www.nap.edu/.

The decadal surveys are conducted by the NRC upon
request from NASA. The decadal survey process is a
“bottoms-up” process which flows from science
priorities defined by the science community up to
specific missions for realizing the science priorities.
The NRC has been advising NASA on the execution of
its science program since the inception of NASA in
1958. This mechanism ensures that NASA’s science
goals represent a consensus of the most active
researchers and guides the most vigorous advancement
of scientific knowledge across NASA’s entire science
portfolio. The first decadal surveys were conducted in
the astronomy community some 40 years ago and their
success in establishing a shared plan for scientific
progress has led to the extension in the 2000s of the
survey process to planetary science, solar and space
physics, and Earth science. Each field conducts a
survey every ten years, and a significant portion of
practitioners in a field are directly engaged in their
survey process, which takes about two years during
each cycle.

Figure 2: SMD Programs
ORIGINS OF SPACE MISSIONS
Competitive Opportunities
All of NASA’s science missions are conducted in
partnership with the science community. Science
community participation is selected from competitively
solicited and peer reviewed proposals. For strategic
science missions, this participation can include
provision of the instruments and payload, participation
on the science working group or science team, and
conduct of science investigations using the mission.

On receipt of the independently-conducted decadal
surveys, NASA conducts a roadmapping process
overseen by the science subcommittees of the NASA
Hertz
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Strategic missions are generally formulated by an
implementing NASA Center. The Center is responsible
for mission requirements review. In order to inform the
mission formulation and ensure that the mission
addresses the highest priority science objectives within
the available resources, NASA generally charters a
science and technology definition team (STDT) for the
mission. The STDT is responsible for articulating the
mission’s specific science objectives (within the context
of the goals set by the decadal survey and the NASA
Science Plan) and for demonstrating that a strawman
payload is capable of meeting those objectives within
the resources available for implementing the mission.

primary payload for that launch. Full missions range in
size from New Frontiers missions like Juno (~$1B, to
be launched on an Atlas 5) to Small Explorer missions
like IRIS (<$200M, to be launched on a Pegasus).
Small complete missions (a class of Missions of
Opportunity). These are opportunities for PI-led teams
to propose modest science investigations that cost
~<$50M including access to space. Small complete
missions can include secondary payloads, hosted
payloads, long duration balloon missions, ISS-attached
experiments, etc. NASA challenges the PI-led team to
identify a compelling science opportunity that can be
realized for a modest cost.

NASA’s PI-led missions are formulated in a very
different manner. Within the broad science areas
defined by the appropriate SMD division and programs
within that division (e.g., Planetary Science for the
Discovery Program; Astrophysics and Heliophysics for
the Explorer Program; Earth Science for the Earth
System Science Pathfinder Program), NASA looks to
Principal Investigators to assemble their own teams
from academia, government and industry, to identify a
compelling science investigation that can be realized
within the cost and other constraints set for the
program, to design a mission that can accomplish the
science objectives, and to describe an implementable
technical plan for accomplishing the mission. The PI
then submits a proposal to NASA for the PI-led mission
in response to an appropriate NASA Announcement of
Opportunity (AO).

Partner missions (a class of Missions of Opportunity).
These are PI-identified opportunities to conduct a
NASA-funded investigation by flying a US-provided
instrument on a mission developed and launched by a
foreign or domestic agency other than NASA. Many of
NASA’s international partnerships on non-NASA
missions were identified and proposed by PI’s to NASA
and selected after a competitive peer review of the
proposed investigation.

NASA uses independent, external peer review to
evaluate the proposals against three criteria; the merit of
the proposed science investigation, the merit of the
proposed mission for realizing the science objectives;
and the feasibility of the proposed mission
implementation plan for completing the mission
successfully within the identified cost, schedule, and
technical constraints. Based on these evaluations,
NASA selects missions for implementation leading to
flight. The PI-proposed and PI-led mission team is
responsible for the task of development and operation
of the space mission with NASA oversight.

Figure 3: SMD Mission Launches Planned
Other NASA Opportunities
The Science Mission Directorate is not the only NASA
directorate that provides opportunities for small and/or
PI-led space missions. The President’s FY11 budget
request for NASA includes the following opportunities
(note that the President’s FY11 budget request has, as
of this date, been neither authorized nor appropriated
funds by the Congress). Once the President’s budget
request is approved by Congress, NASA will offer the
following opportunities from other Directorates.

PI-led Mission Opportunities
PI-led missions from the diverse set of programs
identified above can be classified into at least three
different categories.
Full or primary missions. The largest and costliest PIled missions are full missions. These are complete
missions, where the PI-led team is responsible for the
spacecraft, payload, integration, operation, and delivery
of science results and data. NASA acquires launch
services for full missions, and they are generally the
Hertz
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including opportunities for Exploration Scouts.
Exploration Scouts are intended to be small and rapidly
executed, fully competed, PI-led missions to destination
of interest for human exploration.
The Space Operations Mission Directorate (SOMD) is
managing the International Space Station as a national
laboratory; opportunities exist for small experiments of
national importance on board the ISS.

New Frontiers http://newfrontiers.msfc.nasa.gov/

6.

NASA Homepage for Research Opportunities:
http://nspires.nasaprs.com/

7.

Science Mission Directorate AO Acquisitions
Information: http://soma.larc.nasa.gov/

8.

Science Subcommittees of the NASA Advisory
Council:
http://science.nasa.gov/about-us/nacsubcommittees/

The Office of Chief Technologist (OCT) is planning a
program of fight opportunities for technology
demonstrations including experiments on commercial
reusable suborbital research (CRuSR) vehicles.
PARTING THOUGHT
The Science Mission Directorate is not interested in
simply doing more science … NASA intends to do the
best science. NASA has an exciting portfolio of science
missions of all sizes planned for the next decade
(Figure 3), and more than one-third are competed or PIled missions. Diverse, regular, and frequent
opportunities exist for small missions and small
payloads to contribute to NASA’s success in doing the
best science.
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